Finished quilt: 48 1/2" x 64 1/2"
Strip sets make quick work of piecing this quilt. Make half-blocks in a single colorway, or choose a two-tone version for extra color impact.

**Fabric Requirements**

**For a single colorway:**
- 1 1/2 yards of Fabric A
- 1 1/4 yards each of Fabrics B and C
- 1 3/8 yards of Fabric D
- 1 3/4 yards of Fabric E

**For a two-tone colorway:**
- 3/4 yard each of fabrics A and A2
- 5/8 yard each of fabrics B, B2, C and C2
- 7/8 yard each of fabrics D and D2
- 1 yard each of fabrics E and E2

**For both versions:**
- 1/2 yard binding fabric
- 3/4 yard backing fabric
- 5/8 yard 81/2" batting

**Cutting**

*From the binding fabric:*
- Cut six 2 1/4" x width-of-fabric (WOF) strips.

*For a single colorway:*

*From Fabric A:*
- Cut twenty 2 1/2" x WOF strips.

*From Fabrics B and C:*
- Cut ten 2" x WOF strips from each.

*From Fabric D:*
- Cut twenty 2 3/4" x WOF strips.

*From Fabric E:
- Cut sixty 1" x WOF strips.

*For a two-tone colorway:*

*From Fabrics A and A2:*
- Cut ten 2 1/2" x WOF strips from each.

*From Fabrics B, B2, C and C2:*
- Cut ten 2" x WOF strips from each.

*From Fabrics D and D2:*
- Cut ten 2 3/4" x WOF strips from each.

*From Fabrics E and E2:*
- Cut thirty 1" x WOF strips from each.

**Make the Half-Blocks**

*Note: Half-block construction is the same for both the single and two-tone colorways.*

1. Arrange one strip each of Fabrics A, B, C and D, (or A2, B2, C2 and D2) and three strips of fabric E (or E2) as shown. Join the strips along adjacent long edges and press the seams open. The strip set should measure 9 3/4" wide. Make a total of twenty strip sets. (figure 1) For the two-tone setting, you will be making ten strip sets in each colorway (i.e. A, B, C, D and E, and A2, B2, C2, D2 and E2).
2. Working with one strip set at a time, align the 45° guideline of a rotary cutting ruler along one seam line, with the cutting edge of the ruler close to the upper end of the strip set. Make the first 45° cut. Align the 4 1/2" ruler guideline with the cut edge of the fabric strip. Cut along the ruler edge to make a 4 1/2"-wide section. Continue cutting the rest of the strip into 4 1/2" sections. (figure 2)
3. Working with one cut section at a time, align the ruler horizontal guideline along the cut edge of fabric A (or A2). Trim the uncut edge to square up that end of the half-block. Align the ruler guideline on the squared end to trim the half-block to 8 1/2". The half-block should measure 4 1/2" x 8 1/2". (figure 3) Repeat with the remaining pieced sections. Cut a total of ninety-six half-blocks from the twenty strip sets. For the two-tone setting, cut forty-eight of each colorway.
Quilt Top Assembly

4. Following figure 4, arrange two half-blocks so that the Fabric A corners are diagonally opposite from each other. *Note:* If making a two-tone quilt, use one half-block from each color-way. Join the half-blocks together along the adjacent edge and press the seam open, taking care not to stretch the bias edges. Make forty-eight blocks, each measuring 8½" x 8½".

5. Following the Quilt Assembly Diagram, arrange the blocks in eight rows of six blocks each, rotating every other block as shown. Join the blocks together along adjacent edges, matching block edges, Fabric A seam lines and Fabric E seam lines where E appears next to A. Press the seams open.

6. Join the rows together, matching block and A/E seam lines, to complete the quilt top. Press the seams open.

Finishing

7. Layer the quilt top, batting and backing and quilt as desired.

8. Stitch the binding strips together end to end using diagonal seams. Fold and press the resulting long strip in half lengthwise with wrong sides together. Stitch to the quilt front, matching raw edges and mitering the corners.

9. Fold the binding to the quilt underside and hand-stitch the folded edge to the quilt back.
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Fabrics used in cover quilt:

**One Colorway**
- Fabric A: Fun-C8224 Kiwi
- Fabric B: Fun-C8224 Dill
- Fabric C: Fun-C8224 Teal
- Fabric D: Fun-C8224 Sapphire
- Fabric E: Fun-C8224 Bark

**Two-tone Colorway**
- Fabric A: Fun-C8224 Kiwi
- Fabric B: Fun-C8224 Dill
- Fabric C: Fun-C8224 Teal
- Fabric D: Fun-C8224 Sapphire
- Fabric E: Fun-C8224 Bark
- Fabric A2: Fun-C8224 Water
- Fabric B2: Fun-C8224 Breeze
- Fabric C2: Soho-Dill
- Fabric D2: Soho-Spring
- Fabric E2: Soho-Graphite

Blue/Green Quilt (Right):
Color Options

**Lavender Quilt (Left): One Colorway**
Fabric A: Soho-Pansy
Fabric B: Soho-Thistle
Fabric C: Soho-Heather
Fabric D: Fun-C8224 Iris
Fabric E: Fun-C8224 Steel

**Blue/Purple Quilt (Left): Two-tone Colorways**
Fabric A: Fun-C8224 Capri
Fabric B: Fun-C8224 Teal
Fabric C: Fun-C8224 Smoke
Fabric D: Fun-C8224 Charcoal
Fabric E: Fun-C8224 Sapphire

Fabric A2: Fun-C8224 Lavender
Fabric B2: Fun-C8224 Iris
Fabric C2: Soho-Pansy
Fabric D2: Fun-C8224 Violet
Fabric E2: Fun-C8224 Sapphire

**Green/Gold Quilt (Right): Two-tone Colorways**
Fabric A: Fun-C8224 Spice
Fabric B: Soho-Curry
Fabric C: Soho-Gold
Fabric D: Fun-C8224 Beige
Fabric E: Fun-C8224 Coffee

Fabric A2: Soho-Moss
Fabric B2: Soho-Celadon
Fabric C2: Soho-Putty
Fabric D2: Soho-Parsley
Fabric E2: Fun-C8224 Coffee